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Executive Summary 

The US should conduct a military strike in 
response to the Iranian attack on the Abqaiq oil 

facility in Saudi Arabia in order to deter continued 
Iranian military escalation. Deterrence requires more 
than punitive strikes. It requires credibly holding at 
risk something the regime is not willing to lose. 

Beginning an air campaign against Islamic Rev-
olutionary Guards Corps (IRGC) targets in Syria is 
one approach; a significant air and missile campaign 
against targets in Iran itself is another. Each option 
carries its own significant risks and opportunities, 
which must be weighed carefully before choosing a 
course of action. The risks of any retaliatory strike are 
high, but the risks of failing to respond to the Abqaiq 
attack are higher.

The attack on Abqaiq was planned and executed by 
Iran and most likely launched from Iranian territory. 
It was part of a pattern of Iranian military escalation 
in response to the Trump administration’s “maxi-
mum pressure” campaign.

The al Houthi’s claim to have conducted the attack 
was part of a skillful information operation intended 
to divert the Western discussion away from Iran’s role 
and focus it instead on the war in Yemen and on Saudi 
Arabia’s misdeeds. That information operation has 
succeeded to a considerable extent, as the Western 
debate has indeed focused excessively on the question 
of attributing the attack, on Saudi Arabia’s culpability 
for the humanitarian situation and its own bombing 
campaign in Yemen, and on the horrific murder and 
dismemberment of Jamal Khashoggi.

The US and Iran are escalating in parallel. The US 
has steadily increased sanctions and other economic 
pressure, has deployed limited military forces to the 
region to bolster its allies’ defenses and its own, and 
has formed a maritime defensive operation to deter 
Iranian seizures of oil tankers. Iran and its allies and 
proxies have escalated military attacks, including 

shooting at (and shooting down) multiple American 
drones, firing rockets and mortars at US positions in 
Iraq, and repeatedly attacking Saudi oil infrastructure 
and a desalination plant. It has also escalated its viola-
tions of the nuclear deal. 

Increasing American economic pressure has not 
deterred Iranian military or nuclear deal–violation 
escalation, and American military actions have only 
changed the precise shape of Iranian military escala-
tion, if that. The US has not therefore identified a non-
violent means of deterring future Iranian escalation.

One of Iran’s central objectives in the Abqaiq 
attack was separating the US from its partners in the 
Gulf, particularly Saudi Arabia and the United Arab 
Emirates. The Iranians likely chose this escalation 
step over others because it hit Saudi Arabia alone and 
thereby forced the US to choose explicitly whether it 
would defend a front-line state exposed by the “max-
imum pressure” campaign. American inaction, which 
includes encouraging the Saudis to conduct a mili-
tary retaliation of their own, will further this Iranian 
objective by solidifying the belief in Riyadh and Abu 
Dhabi that the US will not defend front-line states 
even against serious Iranian military attack.

The US has vital economic interests in defending 
Saudi (and more generally Gulf) oil infrastructure 
even though America imports little Gulf oil. Oil is a 
fungible commodity, and its global price rises and falls 
depending on global supply and demand. Americans 
will pay higher prices for petroleum products if large 
amounts of Saudi oil remain off the market, regard-
less of America’s technical “independence” of Saudi 
oil, because the global price will rise. Additionally, 
America’s allies that do depend on Saudi oil could be 
economically devastated by a protracted disruption 
in Saudi oil exports. Such damage to vital American 
trading partners would severely damage the American 
economy as well.
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Furthermore, reducing the “maximum pressure” 
campaign or seeking negotiations with Iran without 
military retaliation will establish the global precedent 
that America and the West will surrender to military 
attacks, thereby increasing the likelihood of future 
military attacks by Iran or other adversaries. The US 
must first demonstrate a willingness to respond to 
unjustified aggression and attacks on its allies before 
considering any significant change in its overall poli-
cies toward Iran.

Deterrence requires holding at risk something that 
the adversary is unwilling to lose and that the US 
might plausibly take away. Using military force simply 
to indicate US strength or displeasure will not deter a 
determined adversary. 

It is difficult to identify Iranian target sets that 
would deter the regime without also moving toward 
a military regime-change operation, which is unwise 
and likely impracticable. For example, limited Amer-
ican military strikes against the positions from which 
the Abqaiq attack were launched will not likely meet 
the necessary deterrence threshold given the existen-
tial nature of the threat maximum pressure poses to 
the Iranian regime. The US cannot—and should not—
plausibly aim at overthrowing the Islamic Republic by 
military means, which means attacking targets in Iran 
is not likely to deter Iran.

Iranian leaders have frequently identified Iran’s 
positions in Syria as vital to the regime’s survival. 
Those positions are far more vulnerable to Amer-
ican attack than the Iranian regime is at home. The 
threat of American action against IRGC positions in 
Syria is also more credible than the threat of a mas-
sive military regime-change operation in Iran. There-
fore, presenting Tehran with the choice of continuing 
its military escalation or seeing its positions in Syria 
severely degraded is the best chance the US has to 
deter continued Iranian military action.

The risks of such an attack include Iranian mili-
tary escalation. Iran could attack Americans in Syria, 
Iraq, or elsewhere in the Gulf region; it could conduct 
terrorist attacks in the US itself or in allied states in 
Europe or Latin America; it could interfere with the 
movement of ships through the Strait of Hormuz; or it 
could attack more vital targets in Saudi Arabia and the 

United Arab Emirates. The US and its allies can miti-
gate these threats to varying degrees, but never com-
pletely. We must recognize, however, that Iran is on a 
military escalation path and may well decide to con-
duct such actions even if the US makes no response to 
the Abqaiq attack. On the contrary, trends suggest that 
inaction may encourage further Iranian escalation.

American military action against Iran in Syria 
could also have severe diplomatic repercussions. 
It could persuade European leaders to support the 
Assad government up to and including recognizing 
it. Turkey’s response to such an operation is unclear. 
The US would have to work energetically to minimize 
the likelihood of these and other negative diplomatic 
consequences of any action in Syria, recognizing that 
it might not be able to do so fully.

The Russians could also use their advanced air 
defense systems in Syria against US aircraft and mis-
siles attacking Iranian targets. The US could mitigate 
that risk by deploying the force package necessary to 
defeat those systems and prevent the Russians from 
replacing or reinforcing them. A detailed assessment 
of Vladimir Putin’s objectives and constraints in Syria 
strongly suggests that he is unlikely to engage in such 
a direct conflict, particularly if American strikes avoid 
hitting Russian targets. The notion that he would ini-
tiate a global thermonuclear war over a local conflict 
in Syria is absurd.

Despite the risks of military action, military inac-
tion may in fact be more dangerous. The Iranians are 
on a path to split the Saudis and Emiratis from the 
US. Success in that endeavor would unravel the “max-
imum pressure” campaign that relies on those states 
to adhere to financial and other sanctions and provide 
military support to American objectives in the region. 
It would create opportunities for both Russia and 
China to gain firm footholds in the Gulf, transforming 
the regional security challenge facing the US.

Inaction would also strengthen the convictions of 
Iran’s leaders that they can conduct large-scale dev-
astating attacks against American allies at will, partic-
ularly if they do not kill Americans. It will therefore 
likely accelerate the very escalation scenarios fre-
quently offered as arguments against an American 
retaliatory strike.
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Inaction harms every American alliance by under-
mining US allies’ belief that America will come to 
their aid militarily if they are attacked. Rhetorical 
dances around the lack of a formal American secu-
rity guarantee to Saudi Arabia will not affect this 
fear, nor will reassurances that the US would defend 
this or that other ally. All such rhetoric will be under-
mined by American inaction in this case and the 

much louder rhetoric from the White House about 
the need for other states to defend themselves.

There is no safe course the US can pursue after 
Abqaiq. Both action and inaction carry great risks. The 
balance of risk at the moment lies with inaction; failure 
to respond militarily to the Abqaiq attack is far more 
likely to harm American security and vital national 
interests, including economic interests, than is pru-
dent action.
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Attribution, Intent, and 
 Response in the Abqaiq Attack

Frederick W. Kagan

An Iranian information operation has success-
fully confused the policy discourse in the US 

about the drone and missile attack on Saudi oil facil-
ities on September 14, 2019.1 The Yemeni al Houthi 
movement quickly claimed the attack, while Iran 
denied its involvement.2 The Donald Trump admin-
istration has assessed that Iran conducted the attack 
using bases within Iran itself.3 Administration critics 
quickly attacked those claims while arguing energeti-
cally against any meaningful American response to the 
attacks. 

Few analysts have considered in any detail what 
Iran’s objectives might have been in conducting this 
attack, thereby obscuring the larger context in which 
decisions about possible US responses must be made. 
The false al Houthi claim, likely made in coordination 
with Tehran, has thus successfully diverted the US 
discourse and distorted the development of American 
response options. The US must likely conduct mili-
tary strikes against the Islamic Revolutionary Guards 
Corps (IRGC), although not necessarily in Iran itself, 
to deter Iranian aggression and prevent Iran from 
splitting America from its regional partners and col-
lapsing the “maximum pressure” campaign.

What Happened?

More than 20 Iranian drones and missiles struck 
the world’s largest oil-processing facility, the Abqaiq 
crude-processing plant in eastern Saudi Arabia, on 
September 14. Riyadh’s oil production was temporar-
ily cut in half as a result.4

The Yemeni al Houthi movement rapidly claimed 
the attack and threatened additional strikes.5 On Sep-
tember 18, Saudi Arabia stated that recovered drone 
and missile debris indicated Iranian origin but did not 
accuse Iran of directly conducting the attack.6

US Secretary of State Mike Pompeo quickly 
attributed the attack to Iran and asserted that there 
is no reason to assess that the attacks originated in 
Yemen. Pompeo later affirmed that the attack did not 
originate from Iraq either, following a phone call with 
Iraqi Prime Minister Adel Abdul Mehdi on September 
15.7 US officials reportedly concluded that the attack 
originated in Ahvaz in southwestern Iran at the direct 
order of Iranian Supreme Leader Ali Khamenei.8

On September 23, France, Germany, and the UK 
released a joint statement, attributing the attack to 
Iran and condemning the action.9

Who Dunnit?

There are only two plausible answers to this ques-
tion: Either Iranian security forces conducted the 
attack themselves using bases in Iran, Iraq, or both, or 
the al Houthi movement conducted it from its bases  
in Yemen. 

No serious analyst has suggested any alternative 
perpetrator, and no alternatives are plausible. Salafi- 
jihadi groups have shown sophisticated capabilities to 
use drones and even drone swarms in Syria and else-
where, but from where could they have launched this 
attack? Their nearest meaningful safe havens are in 
Somalia, Yemen, and northwestern Syria. Ranges from 
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any of those safe havens are greater even than from 
the al Houthi territory in Yemen, and the Salafi-jihadi 
groups have shown no ability to fly drones to such dis-
tances, nor have they used cruise missiles. 

Moreover, Salafi-jihadi groups would certainly 
have claimed the attack publicly, as it would have 
been one of the biggest terrorist coups since 9/11. 
And, of course, forensic evidence already shows that 
the weapons used were an Iranian type, if not Ira-
nian manufacture.10 No further evidence is therefore 
required to narrow the field of possible attackers to 
two—the al Houthis and Iran.

The al Houthis very likely did not conduct the 
attack.

The al Houthis are Iran’s partner and receive 
assistance from Tehran, but they are not yet a sim-
ple proxy like Lebanese Hezbollah. Iran does not fully 
control the al Houthi movement, which is not itself 
homogeneous, and cannot compel it to act or desist 
from acting as thoroughly as Tehran can control, for 
example, Hezbollah or some of the Iraqi Shi’a militias. 
Yet the al Houthis are close allies of Iran, and they 
receive advanced weapons, training, and equipment 
from Iran that allows them to improve and build their 
own weapons. Iranian officials regard the al Houthis 
as part of Tehran’s “Axis of Resistance”—the regional 
grouping that includes Hezbollah, the Assad regime, 
Hamas, Palestinian Islamic Jihad, and a number of 
Iraqi militias. The al Houthis, for their part, pay hom-
age to Tehran and have adopted the Islamic Republic’s 
slogans and worldview (although not its ideology) to 
a considerable degree.11

But the al Houthis have shown no ability to field 
weapons with the range necessary to reach Abqaiq 
from their territory, let alone to coordinate such a 
complex strike integrating drones with cruise mis-
siles. The al Houthis could have conducted this attack 
only with enormous Iranian help, including trans-
porting advanced Iranian weapons to Yemen despite 
intense Saudi-Emirati efforts to track and disrupt 
precisely such transport. It is not plausible that the al 
Houthis secretly and perfectly developed the capabil-
ity to field and use such weapons on their own.

The question of attribution, therefore, is not 
whether Iran or some other non-Iranian group 

conducted the attack. The question is whether Iran 
did so using its own personnel and bases or using an 
ally. Even if the attack did originate in Yemen, unlikely 
though it is, the US would still need to confront the 
reality that Iran at least made the attack directly pos-
sible. In other words, the US would still need to see 
the attack in the context of Iranian regional escalation 
and consider its own responses in that context. The 
issue of al Houthi responsibility for the strike is thus 
to a large extent a red herring.

The question of 
attribution, therefore, is 
not whether Iran or some 
other non-Iranian group 
conducted the attack. 
The question is whether 
Iran did so using its own 
personnel and bases or 
using an ally.

However, this artificial ambiguity about who per-
petrated the attack has served brilliantly the Iranian 
purpose of distorting Western discourse and deflect-
ing the debate away from Iranian escalation. The al 
Houthis claimed to have hit Abqaiq in response to 
Saudi actions in Yemen. Anti-Saudi feeling in the US 
and Europe is already intense following the brutal mur-
der and dismemberment of Jamal Khashoggi. Anger 
over that terrible crime has solidified an exaggerated 
narrative that Saudi Arabia is uniquely responsible 
for the humanitarian crisis in Yemen and most of the 
atrocities committed in that conflict. The al Houthi 
claim thus immediately brought forward all the anger 
toward Crown Prince Mohammad bin Salman (MBS), 
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the de facto ruler of Saudi Arabia, and turned part of 
the discussion to the conflict in Yemen rather than 
Iranian regional activities. It ensured that opponents 
of the Trump administration, which has stood by MBS 
and Riyadh and supports the Saudi-Emirati coalition 
fight in Yemen, would assault the idea of seeing Saudi 
Arabia as an ally that should be defended and instead 
promote the notion that the Saudis had brought this 
kind of attack on themselves. 

It was a bright information campaign taking excel-
lent advantage of the prevalent information envi-
ronment and sentiment toward Saudi Arabia. It also 
benefited from US political polarization that drives 
instinctive opposition to any claim the Trump admin-
istration makes ( just as that administration and its 
supporters instinctively oppose claims their opposi-
tion makes).

The first step in determining what action the US 
should or should not take in response to the strike, 
therefore, is recognizing that it was, in fact, an Iranian 
attack against Saudi Arabia taken in the context of 
Iranian policy concerns and to advance Iranian objec-
tives. It was not an al Houthi attack in response to 
Saudi actions in Yemen.

Why Did Iran Do It?

The current Islamic Republic leadership has shown 
great sophistication over the years in devising under-
takings aimed at achieving multiple strategic goals 
simultaneously. The attack on Abqaiq is no exception. 
We cannot know for sure exactly what the regime was 
seeking to do, but we can identify a number of prob-
lems the attack would help Tehran solve.

Sanctions Relief. The Iranian response to the 
Trump administration’s de facto withdrawal from 
the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA, 
also known as the Iran nuclear deal) in May 2018 was 
relatively muted apart from Iranian rhetoric. Tehran 
did not pull out of the deal, but rather sought to per-
suade the European signatories to ignore American 
sanctions and give Iran the economic benefits the 
deal promised despite Washington’s threats to punish 

them if they did so. The sanctions imposed under the 
“maximum pressure” campaign have greatly stressed 
the Iranian economy and constrained the financial 
resources available to the regime for both domestic 
purposes and foreign adventures. 

The Europeans responded with much rhetoric but 
little action, dragging their feet (from the Iranian per-
spective) even on a limited instrument that would 
have facilitated trade on humanitarian grounds.12 The 
European Union passed blocking legislation essential 
(though not necessarily sufficient) to get European 
companies to evade sanctions, but individual Euro-
pean countries have either not passed or not enforced 
the equivalent laws needed to assure companies of 
their governments’ protection.13 No large European 
company is likely to risk exclusion from the Ameri-
can market to trade with Iran, nor is any major Euro-
pean government likely to penalize a large company 
for complying with US sanctions.

As Iranian disappointment with the European 
response mounted, Tehran began gradually violating 
the JCPOA’s nuclear provisions. It began retaining 
more low-enriched uranium (LEU) than the deal per-
mitted, then enriching to slightly higher levels than the 
agreement allows, and, most recently, has committed 
to testing advanced centrifuges that the agreement’s 
timeline does not yet permit.14 The intent of these 
gradual escalation measures was to both pressure and 
persuade European governments to reject the Amer-
ican “maximum pressure” campaign. That effort has 
failed. Some European states have been discussing a 
$15 billion line of credit for Iran, but those discussions 
do not seem to be progressing more promisingly (for 
Tehran) than previous such conversations.15

Iran will be hard-pressed, in fact, to find meaning-
ful enough ways of violating the nuclear deal to per-
suade the Europeans to break with the US without 
threatening enough to prompt an Israeli or American 
military strike. The deal reduced Iran’s stockpile of 
LEU to such a low level that Iran cannot threaten to 
have enough weapons-grade material for a bomb for 
quite some time. Enriching the small stock of LEU in 
Tehran’s possession would generate only a tiny frac-
tion of what is needed for a warhead. 
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Iran could accelerate the process either by begin-
ning to use thousands more centrifuges of its cur-
rently deployed type or by starting to use more 
advanced centrifuges—both actions prohibited by 
the deal and observable by international inspectors. 
And even those actions would take considerable time 
to produce the requisite high-enriched uranium. Not 
only can Iran not threaten to field a nuclear weapon 
quickly, therefore, but European states and the US 
can afford to be patient even as Iran violates provi-
sions of the deal.

It seems likely that Iran’s leaders initially thought 
they could devise a pattern of deal violations that 
would achieve their desired effects and have only 
recently realized that they may not be able to thread 
the deal-violation needle by taking actions scary 
enough to weaken the Europeans but not enough to 
provoke a strike. The announcement of their most 
recent planned violation on September 5 was greeted 
by and large with a European yawn. 

The repeated small-scale violations may, in fact, 
be desensitizing the Europeans to future violations. 
That phenomenon could work for Iran if the objective 
were to try to boil the European frog, moving toward 
a weapons capability so gradually that no one really 
noticed. It is a disaster if the objective is to scare the 
Europeans into breaking with the US and violating 
American sanctions.

The timing of the Abqaiq strike is interesting in 
this respect, as it follows both the announcement of 
the intended deal violations and the lack of excite-
ment that announcement generated. The Islamic 
Republic’s leaders may have concluded before the 
most recent nuclear announcement that it might not 
be sufficient and prepared this military escalation as 
an alternative.

Viewed in that light, the Abqaiq attack is just another 
escalation in the use of military force to pressure the 
Europeans and America’s Gulf partners to break with 
Washington and cut deals with Iran. Iran’s attacks on 
and seizures of multiple ships in and around the Per-
sian Gulf, attacks on ships in the Red Sea from locations 
in al Houthi–controlled territory, attacks on Saudi oil 
pipelines, attacks on American unmanned aerial vehi-
cles (UAVs), and limited attacks on American assets 

in Iraq have all formed a pattern of Iranian military 
responses to the US reimposition of sanctions.

Analysts considering the escalation ladder between 
the US and Iran have long viewed an attack against 
Abqaiq as a likely step. It is simply too obvious a tar-
get: Not only does it hurt and potentially cripple the 
Saudi economy, but it also can raise the global price 
of oil to Iran’s benefit (and I will consider later how 
Iran does benefit from a global oil price increase even 
when it is exporting little oil itself). 

Viewed in that light, the 
Abqaiq attack is just 
another escalation in the 
use of military force to 
pressure the Europeans 
and America’s Gulf 
partners to break with 
Washington and cut 
deals with Iran.

Yet a strike on Abqaiq was not the likely next step 
in the escalations ongoing since the US pulled out of 
the deal. Rather, it seemed likely to come consider-
ably further up the escalation ladder than it did, as it 
carries with it the high risk of a substantial military 
retaliatory attack against Iran. Tehran has skipped 
a number of steps that seemed likely to precede an 
attack on Abqaiq, including mining the Strait of Hor-
muz, launching major attacks on Americans in Iraq, 
and attacking US and allied naval vessels in the Per-
sian Gulf with small boats or missiles. Of course, 
assessments of Iranian perceptions of the escalation 
ladder could be wrong, but we must also consider 
another likely objective of the Abqaiq attack.
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Splitting America’s Gulf Allies from Washing-
ton. Bahrain, Iraq, Saudi Arabia, and the United Arab 
Emirates (UAE) are on the front line of the Trump 
administration’s “maximum pressure” campaign. 
Bahrain, effectively controlled by Riyadh for some 
years, hosts the US Fifth Fleet headquarters, and the 
US has just begun reestablishing a military base in 
Saudi Arabia for the first time since 9/11.16 Further, 
Washington depends on the Saudi military as part of a 
regional deterrent to Iranian adventurism and also to 
fight both the al Houthis and al Qaeda in the Arabian 
Peninsula in Yemen. 

The UAE, a key partner in the Saudi-led coalition in 
Yemen, is also the banking hub of the Gulf. The UAE 
has in the past reportedly facilitated financial transac-
tions by the IRGC and other elements of the Iranian 
regime, and Emirati failure to enforce US sanctions 
aggressively could greatly harm the American “maxi-
mum pressure” campaign.

America’s Gulf partners have clearly become con-
cerned that the “maximum pressure” campaign could 
expose them to Iranian attacks against which the US 
could not or would not defend them. The Emiratis 
are withdrawing from Yemen—creating a vacuum 
that will likely be filled in part by al Qaeda in the Ara-
bian Peninsula while also weakening the Saudi effort 
against the al Houthis. They are simultaneously estab-
lishing bases in the Horn of Africa.17 Both efforts are 
likely attempts to position the small but good Emi-
rati military to defend the Emirates against Iran—in 
the first case by freeing up Emirati aircraft, antimis-
sile, and intelligence assets from Yemen to defend 
against an Iranian attack on the Emirati homeland; in 
the second by establishing positions outside the range 
of most Iranian missiles from which presumably to 
threaten retaliatory strikes plausibly.

The Saudis, for their part, are clearly concerned 
about the anger growing against them in the West 
and the risk that they might have to face Iran’s wrath 
alone. They have begun working harder toward find-
ing an elusive political settlement to the war in Yemen, 
from which they seek to extricate themselves. They 
have also demonstrated remarkable restraint, even 
in the wake of the Abqaiq attack, in accusing Tehran 
directly, let alone threatening to retaliate.

Iran’s desire to increase the schism between Riyadh 
and the West could well have prompted Tehran to 
bypass some of the seemingly lower-level escalation 
steps it might have taken in favor of the Abqaiq attack. 
Those lower-level steps would likely hit non-Gulf 
states directly. Mining the Strait of Hormuz certainly 
would affect a broad range of states and interna-
tional companies, as would any large-scale campaign 
of attacks on naval vessels in the Persian Gulf. The 
Abqaiq attack was one of the first steps on the esca-
lation ladder that hits Saudi Arabia alone, forcing on 
Washington a difficult policy conundrum. 

Had the IRGC mined the strait or launched an 
expansive campaign of small-boat attacks on ship-
ping or Western naval vessels, it would have been 
almost impossible for the US to resist engaging in 
first defensive and then likely retaliatory military 
action against the Islamic Republic. Such actions 
would have been self-defense and would have justi-
fied at least limited retaliation to reduce Iran’s abil-
ity to attack us again.

But the Abqaiq attack hit only Saudi Arabia. It 
forces Riyadh to ask for US and possibly other regional 
and Western support to retaliate against Iran. In the 
context of the polarized information environment 
discussed above, and with the waters muddied by 
the al Houthi claim of responsibility, we are seeing 
just how difficult it is for the Saudis to rally support 
behind them and how hard it is for the Trump admin-
istration to decide on a tough response, let alone gain 
support for it. 

The Iranians can hope either to deter the US 
from reacting, thereby demonstrating to the Saudis 
that they do, indeed, stand alone, or to ensure that 
a strong American response that reassures Riyadh 
simultaneously erodes American and European tol-
erance for the “maximum pressure” campaign and 
Trump’s Iran policy in general. Either scenario wid-
ens the split between the US and Saudi Arabia. The 
first does so immediately and directly; the second 
does so indirectly and over the longer term by fuel-
ing anti-Saudi sentiment in the US as part of attacks 
against Trump’s Iran policy. Tehran almost certainly 
made these obvious calculations in choosing an 
escalation path.
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Responding to Israel’s Regional Air Campaign. 
Iran has been expanding the capabilities of the IRGC 
and the Quds Force in Syria for some years. It has 
repeatedly tried to bring missile and drone systems 
into Syria that could threaten Israel without relying 
on Lebanese Hezbollah’s massive arsenal or the more 
limited capabilities of Hamas. Iran would benefit 
greatly from having bases outside Lebanon and Gaza 
from which its own personnel could operate its own 
advanced weapons systems. 

The Hezbollah arsenal is large and increasingly 
capable, but Hezbollah itself is vulnerable to Israeli 
conventional attacks. It is confined in a relatively 
small area in a tiny country on Israel’s border. Hamas 
is even more vulnerable because of Israeli control over 
Gaza and the group’s much weaker financial position. 

By contrast, Syria is a sizable country, and the forces 
of the Iranian military coalition there are strong enough 
to deter an Israeli ground offensive. It is also covered 
by advanced Russian air defense systems that would 
pose a serious challenge even to the vaunted Israeli Air 
Force (if and when Moscow used those systems against 
an Israeli attack). If Iran could establish Syria as a base 
for the forward deployment of missile and drone sys-
tems under its direct control, it could threaten Israel 
with meaningful military strikes that did not originate 
in Iran. It would thereby gain a fig leaf of implausible 
deniability, but more importantly be able to use some 
of its more capable weapons that lack the range to hit 
Israel from the Islamic Republic itself.

The Israelis have responded with an escalating air 
campaign in Syria that reportedly targets primarily 
Iranian efforts to transport and deploy high-end weap-
ons. Moscow has not used its aircraft or ground-based 
air defense systems against these Israeli attacks and 
has taken control over some of the air defense sys-
tems it had given to the Assad regime after the regime 
mistakenly shot down a Russian plane during an 
Israeli air strike.18 The Iranians, for their part, have 
done relatively little directly to respond to the Israeli 
air campaign other than to continue their efforts to 
get systems into Syria, and what they have tried has 
so far not deterred Israel.19

Tehran, however, recently began experimenting 
with moving advanced weapons systems that could 

threaten Israel into Iraq.20 It was presumably testing 
whether the Israelis would conduct air strikes into 
Iraq despite the presence of the US military operat-
ing there (and, possibly, whether the US itself would 
attack its forces). The Israelis have responded by 
expanding their air campaign to hit targets in Iraq.21 
The Abqaiq strike may have been intended in part 
to send a message to Tel Aviv about Iran’s capabili-
ties and willingness to escalate without engaging Iran 
directly in an open conflict with Israel at this time, 
especially given the difficulty Tehran has had con-
ducting reprisal attacks against Israel itself.22

Clever Escalation in Iraq. Even as the al Houthis 
took credit for the strike and Iran denied any involve-
ment, rumors swirled that some of the drones or 
missiles were launched from inside Iraq. The Iraqi 
government released a readout of a call between Sec-
retary of State Mike Pompeo and Iraq’s Prime Minister 
Adel Abdul Mehdi shortly after the attack, explicitly 
rejecting those rumors and stating that the strike was 
not launched from Iraq.23 The timing is noteworthy 
because the US government had still not officially and 
publicly identified the launch points days later.

The reason for the care is obvious; the US and the 
Iraqi governments would be in a difficult position 
if Iran or its Iraqi proxies fired missiles or launched 
drones from Iraqi soil. Prime Minister Mehdi would 
not likely have approved or even known about such an 
action given the near-control Iran has over elements 
of the Popular Mobilization Forces and its own mili-
tias inside Iraq. The Saudis and the US would face a 
dilemma. Retaliating against the attack’s perpetra-
tors or point of origin inside Iraq could break the 
Iraqi government and collapse the order on which the 
US relies to continue operations against the Islamic 
State in Iraq and Syria. Failing to act against such an 
abuse of Iraqi sovereignty, however, would establish 
a precedent for future abuses, particularly after the 
US reportedly concluded that an earlier attack against 
Saudi oil infrastructure claimed by the al Houthis 
actually originated in Iraq.24 Even the possibility of 
this scenario arising is enough to add tension to the 
US-Iraqi relationship and set conditions for addi-
tional escalations along these lines. 
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An Iranian escalation through attacks launched 
from Iraq against non-US targets outside Iraq offers 
an intriguing and creative solution to a dilemma Iran 
faces. Iran prefers a weak Iraqi state that it penetrates, 
influences, and may even control—but with a degree 
of plausible deniability. It needs Iraq to function 
increasingly over time as an entrepôt well integrated 
into the regional and global economy through which 
it can evade sanctions, among other things. Iraq can 
only do so if the US continues to turn a relatively 
blind eye to Iraq’s financial relationships with Iran, 
effectively exempting Iraq from the full weight of the 
secondary sanctions it has imposed on Iran. 

Iran prefers a weak Iraqi 
state that it penetrates, 
influences, and may 
even control—but with 
a degree of plausible 
deniability.

If the Iraqi government collapses or orders the US 
out or if Iranian-controlled militias become the only 
meaningful military force, the US has every incentive 
to impose crushing sanctions on them. Iranian prox-
ies in Baghdad would refuse to honor such sanctions, 
but the US could then begin sanctioning them directly. 
Such actions would seriously complicate Iraq’s ability 
to sell oil and function in the international economy, 
even if they were only partially respected. Fear of such 
a scenario is likely one factor that has restrained Iran 
from launching major attacks against American per-
sonnel in Iraq hitherto, but that restraint has limited 
Iran’s ability to make full use of the great leverage it 
gains from the vulnerability of Americans in Iraq. 

Even if none of the weapons that hit Abqaiq were 
launched from Iraq (which is likely) and Tehran had 
not given this matter any thought while planning the 

strike (which is almost inconceivable), the American 
and Iraqi reactions will have shown the possibilities 
presented by escalation along these lines.

A Rising Oil Price Floats Many Boats. The oil mar-
ket has generally taken the escalations in the Middle 
East over the past few years calmly, although insurance 
premiums for shipping through the Strait of Hormuz 
have increased.25 The market does not seem inclined to 
build in a high-risk premium despite attacks on and sei-
zures of oil tankers, Iranian threats to close the Strait 
of Hormuz, or the elimination of most Iranian oil from 
the market. It spiked briefly in response to the Abqaiq 
attack but fell again the next day—although not back to 
previous low levels. If the Iranians aimed through this 
attack to raise the price of oil dramatically for a pro-
longed period, it would seem, at least for now, that they 
did not succeed.

One might ask why it matters to them what oil costs 
when their own exports are virtually nil. One reason is 
that an increase of $10 per barrel would add an addi-
tional $365 million to Tehran’s coffers if it exported 
only 100,000 barrels per day (bpd). That amount is not 
significant for a large economy, but it is significant for 
Iran’s small economy facing tremendous pressure.

But Iran benefits from oil it does not own or sell. 
Iraq, for example, exported around 3.9 million bpd in 
2018. A $10 per barrel increase would net Iraq some-
thing like $14 billion over a year—more than 10 per-
cent of Iraq’s $111.8 billion budget for 2019. Iraq’s 
fiscal health matters to Iran because the Iraqi govern-
ment is increasingly paying for militia forces that Iran 
influences or controls, and Iraq’s management of its 
oil and natural gas resources is inefficient. The more 
Tehran can shift the cost of those militias to Baghdad, 
the less it has to spend itself. The opportunities for 
Iran to benefit from corruption in Iraq also increase 
when more oil money sloshes around the country.

Of course, Russia is another major beneficiary of 
any oil price increase, since oil exports are a sizable 
portion of the Russian government’s income. Russia’s 
fiscal health also matters to Iran. Russo-Iranian coop-
eration has long suffered from the fact that both coun-
tries have been cash-strapped. Tehran has wanted to 
buy high-end weapons from Russia, which Moscow 
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might be willing to sell—but Iran needs credit and 
Russia needs cash on the barrelhead. As Iran takes 
action that puts money directly in Moscow’s coffers, 
Vladimir Putin might return the favor by offering 
more generous payment options.

Of course, these and other indirect benefits accrue 
to Iran only if the price of oil rises and remains higher. 
The limited attack on Abqaiq does not seem to have 
been enough to price in a large and long-term risk pre-
mium. From this, the Iranian regime might conclude 
either that such an attack will not work or that it did 
not do enough damage to make it work . . . this time.

Next Escalation Steps

That sour reflection raises the question: What might 
be Iran’s next escalation steps if it is dissatisfied with 
the results of this one (leaving aside, for the moment, 
the question of possible US or Saudi responses)?

Abqaiq Redux. When considering where an attack 
on Abqaiq falls on the escalation ladder and Iran’s 
possible next steps, it is important to ask: How much 
damage was the attack meant to do? The major esca-
lation step would have been to destroy the facility in 
such a way as to make its restoration impossible for 
months. Such an attack would almost certainly lead 
to a significant long-term increase in the price of oil. 

The attack Iran conducted on September 14, how-
ever, did not aim to cause such damage. It was clearly 
a limited strike meant to show capability and do some 
harm without going all the way. (We can assess intent 
from effect here with pretty high confidence; the Ira-
nians surely know enough about facilities like Abqaiq 
to know how much damage a strike of a given scale 
and type would do and how hard it would be to repair 
that damage.) Another strike on a larger scale could 
follow, however, intended to do much more serious 
and lasting harm.

But the Iranians cannot assume they could repli-
cate the strike they just conducted at greater scale (or 
even at the demonstrated scale) unless they do it rela-
tively soon or the Saudis unaccountably fail to take the 
obvious steps needed to defend their facilities better. 

No antiaircraft or antimissile system is good enough 
to take down all the cruise missiles and drones Iran 
could conceivably throw at Abqaiq, but a combination 
of US and Israeli systems might attrit such an attack 
enough to stop the Iranians from inflicting really cat-
astrophic damage on the facility. Russian air defense 
systems such as the S-300 and S-400 would also likely 
degrade such an attack—if the Russians sold them to 
the Saudis and allowed them to be used against Ira-
nian targets. Iranian planners considering a second, 
larger strike against Abqaiq would have to choose one 
of three options:

 1. Do it before the Saudis can really harden the 
facility’s defenses.

 2. Make it so much larger that it can overwhelm 
whatever defenses they add.

 3. Accept that a much larger strike will not likely 
translate into much greater damage but will, at 
least, get through even improved defenses to 
some extent.

Iran’s ability to choose the first option depends 
largely on how quickly the Saudis can get meaningful 
defenses in place. The point of the strike had nothing 
to do with Abqaiq itself, so the Iranians need to allow 
time to see if the attack had the effects desired before 
moving again. 

They can try to execute the second option but may 
find it prohibitively expensive. Advanced drones and 
cruise missiles are not cheap to a country as cash 
poor as Iran. Hurling them against prepared defenses 
that will shoot down many or most of them is not a 
good expenditure of resources. That argument makes 
option three even less appealing than option two.

A massive follow-up strike on Abqaiq is thus a pos-
sible further escalatory step, but not necessarily the 
most likely.

Water. Water is even more precious than oil to a 
desert country. Saudi Arabia derives a high propor-
tion of its water from desalination plants, particularly 
the large plants in Jubail and Ras al Khair that serve 
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Riyadh. Both are on the Persian Gulf side of the coun-
try somewhat to the north of Abqaiq (and thus closer 
to Iran via the route the attack on Abqaiq apparently 
took) and right on the coast (of course). 

The destruction or serious degradation of these 
two plants would likely cause a major crisis for the 
Saudi kingdom that could rapidly turn into a humani-
tarian catastrophe. An attack on such a facility, with its 
horrible consequences, would in principle galvanize 
the kingdom to respond with all its force—except that 
Riyadh would likely have its hands completely full 
dealing with the crisis for quite some time. Note that 
the al Houthis attempted to damage a desalination 
plant in southwestern Saudi Arabia in June, although 
with no significant effect.26

Abqaiq is about 75 miles from Jubail and around  
115 miles from Ras al Khair—far enough to make it dif-
ficult to defend all three sites reliably with a single set 
of defensive systems, depending on the system. The 
Saudis could (and now likely will) build an integrated 
air defense and antimissile system to cover both facil-
ities against a major strike, but that will take time. At 
least one of the facilities will be vulnerable for long 
enough to give Tehran a shot at doing much damage 
in upcoming escalation rounds.

Irregular Warfare. The Quds Force has been 
attempting to set conditions for Iranian irregular war-
fare in Bahrain, Kuwait, and Saudi Arabia for many 
years.27 The Saudis have effectively taken control of 
Bahrain to prevent the Iranians from using the island 
kingdom’s disenfranchised Shi’a majority to conduct 
attacks on the US base there, on Saudi Arabia, and on 
the Sunni ruling dynasty itself. Riyadh periodically 
arrests suspected Iranian agents working among its 
own Shi’a minority population, which resides primar-
ily in the Eastern Province where much of the king-
dom’s oil lies. Kuwaiti Shi’a also briefly protested in 
2015, and Kuwait’s proximity to Iran itself and to the 
Shi’a-militia-infested Basra Province of Iraq makes it 
vulnerable to future Iranian efforts.

However, Iranian attempts to infiltrate these Shi’a 
populations do not appear to have been successful 
thus far. Bahrain is a hard target for Tehran because 
it is an island and because the Saudis have taken over 

its security. Saudi control over the Eastern Province 
also appears solid, although Riyadh’s control of media 
coverage makes it impossible to assess the stability of 
that control reliably from open sources. Kuwait has 
seen little overt (or reported) Iranian activity so far. 
The government could have the situation under con-
trol, or the Iranians may simply not yet have tried to 
use their capabilities there to any serious degree.

The Iranians probably cannot generate a large-scale 
irregular warfare campaign in Bahrain, Kuwait, and 
Saudi Arabia now and will likely find it difficult to set 
conditions for one in the future unless one of those 
governments weakens or collapses. They probably do 
not, therefore, have a meaningful escalatory option in 
this form at this time.

Cyber. The likelihood of a successful large-scale 
cyberattack is difficult to assess at any time, as both 
the high-end capabilities of an attacker and the vul-
nerabilities of the defender are equally hard to gauge 
beforehand. Previous Iranian cyberattacks, including 
on Saudi’s oil company, Aramco, have put the king-
dom on alert and caused it to take countermeasures. 
Iran’s cyberattack capabilities are significant, how-
ever. Tehran could well try another major cyberat-
tack, especially considering the increasing American 
propensity to try to deter escalation with such opera-
tions, with unforeseeable effects.

Russia could also assist Iran in a cyber operation 
against Saudi Arabia, although the likelihood of such 
cooperation is relatively low. Russia benefits greatly, 
as noted above, from a prolonged increase in oil 
prices. It has refused Iran the high-end weapons sys-
tems Tehran has requested thus far (apart from finally 
delivering the S-300 air defense system originally 
promised in 2007).28 It has also resisted giving Tehran 
and its allies the full support they desire in Syria and 
has pointedly allowed the Israeli Air Force to operate 
against Iranian targets there. Putin might see provid-
ing cyber assistance to Tehran as a way to simultane-
ously strengthen the partnership thus strained while 
filling his own depleted coffers.

Putin, however, has been courting the Saudis and 
other Gulf states aggressively and has made it clear 
that he is not satisfied with having a Persian ally at 
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the expense of the Arab world. In fact, he reportedly 
offered to sell Riyadh the S-400 system following 
the Abqaiq attack.29 He aims to split Saudi Arabia 
from the US almost as eagerly as does Iran, as part 
of his larger global effort to break up American alli-
ances and partnerships and push the US back to its 
own shores. He would not likely take action even in 
cyberspace that might plausibly link Russia to an Ira-
nian attack on Saudi (or Emirati) information tech-
nology (IT) systems.

Cyber help could come in various forms, however, 
some of them quite deniable—especially when the 
help is provided to a state that has already demon-
strated a high degree of offensive cyber capability. It 
could be as simple as revealing a “zero-day” exploit 
(that is, a vulnerability in a computer system not yet 
publicly known) that Russia’s hackers have found 
and Iran’s have not. It could take the form of shar-
ing the kind of overarching assessment of Saudi (or 
Emirati) IT systems that Russia’s larger and more 
sophisticated cyber experts can undertake possi-
bly better than Iran’s. It could even involve sharing 
Russian-produced malware or access to systems the 
Russians have already compromised, although the 
risks of having Russian involvement revealed increase 
significantly in such a scenario. 

The bottom line is that a combined Russo-Iranian 
attack on Saudi Arabia is more likely to succeed than 
a purely Iranian attack, but the Russians will likely be 
wary of too deep a cyber partnership.

Conventional Attack. The difficulties Iran faces in 
attempting to scale up and repeat the Abqaiq attack 
fade somewhat if Iran decides to use a significant por-
tion of its own military openly. Both Abu Dhabi and 
Dubai are in range of many of Iran’s mobile missile 
systems. Defenses against a full-scale barrage of such 
systems are not in place now and could not likely be 
put in place for some time, if at all. 

The Iranian-occupied island of Abu Musa is about 
50 miles from Dubai and 100 miles from Abu Dhabi—
and the Iranians have turned Abu Musa into an island 
aircraft carrier and missile platform. The much larger 
Qeshm Island is about 100 miles from Dubai and  
160 miles from Abu Dhabi. Some of the Saudi facilities 

are equally close to Iran. Jubail is about 135 miles from 
Iran’s coast; Abqaiq about 180. Most of Iran’s ballistic 
missiles could reach these targets from Iran proper, as 
could its cruise missiles and some of its drones. 

Iran could likely overwhelm the air and missile 
defenses of Saudi Arabia and the UAE even after they 
were improved with additional US Patriot batteries 
and Israeli antimissile systems. Such an attack is the 
most reliable way Iran could severely damage its prin-
cipal Gulf adversaries.

A combined Russo- 
Iranian attack on Saudi 
Arabia is more likely to 
succeed than a purely 
Iranian attack, but the 
Russians will likely be 
wary of too deep a cyber 
partnership.

Will Iran Escalate? This consideration of possible 
further Iranian escalation steps is concerning because 
it suggests that Tehran must consider an overt mis-
sile strike against Saudi Arabia or the UAE if its efforts 
at current covert levels, possibly with the addition of 
cyber activities, do not achieve its objectives. 

Iran’s decision to escalate to such a level depends 
on many factors. How much are Iran’s leaders willing 
to risk to try to break down Saudi and Emirati support 
for the “maximum pressure” campaign? How urgent is 
achieving that objective to them? They could be con-
tent to muddle along at something like current levels 
of escalation if they feel they have the time to do it. At 
what point do they abandon the effort to split Saudi 
Arabia from the US and resort to overt, large-scale 
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attacks to break the West’s will to continue to tolerate 
or support the “maximum pressure” campaign? 

There is no way to assess with any confidence 
when or if the Iranians would escalate to the point 
of major missile attack. The worry is that they could 
well decide that they have no other option if they are 
serious about breaking the US-Saudi-Emirati partner-
ship or if they abandon that aim and choose a more 
straightforward approach to escaping sanctions. 

These aspects of the situation thus drive Iran 
toward further conventional military escalation even 
without a US military response. They make such an 
escalation far likelier in the event of a purely or even 
primarily Saudi military response. I consider the con-
sequences of this reflection below when discussing 
possible responses to the Abqaiq strike. Before that 
consideration, however, I must first put the Abqaiq 
strike more firmly in the context of the parallel escala-
tion approaches the US and Iran have been pursuing.

Parallel Escalation

The US and Iran are escalating along multiple paral-
lel axes. The US has taken little direct military action 
against Iran or its proxies in the Middle East since 
the April 2018 missile strike in Syria in response to 
Assad’s use of chemical weapons.30 It has instead 
steadily increased the scope and application of sanc-
tions as part of the “maximum pressure” campaign. 
It has also deployed additional military assets to the 
region and worked to build a maritime defense coali-
tion that has not yet fired a shot in anger. It reportedly 
conducted a sophisticated cyberattack against Iran on 
June 20 in response to the Global Hawk shootdown 
and, apparently, another on September 20 in retalia-
tion for the Abqaiq strike. 

Iran, for its part, has escalated along two other 
axes. It has steadily increased its violations of the 
JCPOA and increased military attacks conducted by 
its armed forces and its proxies against America and 
its allies.

A fundamental assumption underlying opposition 
to American military responses to the Abqaiq attack is 
therefore invalid. Iran may indeed engage in military 

escalation in answer to a US or coalition military 
retaliation—but it is also likely to escalate militar-
ily without such military action from the US. Taking 
military action now does not necessarily increase the 
likelihood that Iran will launch any particular military 
escalation of its own. It may accelerate Tehran’s time-
line for any specific action, of course, but it may not 
even do that. Iranian military escalation thus far has 
proceeded without American military action against 
Iran, and there is every reason to believe that trend 
will continue and even intensify—quite possibly to 
direct attack against Americans—whether or not the 
US acts now.

Iranian Escalation. Iranian and proxy military esca-
lation has taken four primary forms: oil tanker attacks 
and seizures, attacks on Saudi oil infrastructure, al 
Houthi and Iranian attacks on US drones, and rocket 
attacks in Iraq. The al Houthis claimed a drone attack 
against Saudi oil infrastructure on May 14 (that the US 
assesses actually originated in Iraq) and conducted a 
multi-drone attack on Saudi oil infrastructure near 
the UAE border on August 17.31 The Abqaiq attack is 
thus a significant escalation of attacks on Saudi oil 
infrastructure.

The IRGC has been interfering frequently with 
the movement of tankers through the Persian Gulf 
in 2019. It seems first to have focused on damaging 
tankers through special forces action, targeting four 
unsuccessfully in May and two with more success in 
June.32 In July it turned back to seizing tankers out-
right, likely in response to Gibraltar’s July 4 seizure of 
an Iranian tanker that was heading to Syria in violation 
of international sanctions on the Assad regime.33 The 
IRGC Navy attempted to seize a Royal Navy–escorted 
tanker on July 10 and successfully captured an Emi-
rati and then a British tanker on July 14 and July 19 
respectively.34 The IRGC also deployed GPS jammers 
to Abu Musa, which US officials assessed were aimed 
at disrupting commercial ships’ navigation systems, 
giving the IRGC a pretext to seize any that mistakenly 
sailed into Iran’s territorial waters.35 

The US announced the initiation of a maritime 
defense operation following the July 19 seizure and 
set about building a multinational coalition to protect 
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shipping from IRGC actions.36 Iranian attempts at 
high-profile seizures of large ships in the open have 
since fallen off. The IRGC Navy announced several 
seizures of smaller boats closer to Iran’s shores for 
smuggling—and at least some of those seizures may, 
in fact, have been counter-smuggling operations.37

Iran and its proxies have also sought to contest 
America’s ability to operate drones. The al Houthis 
shot down American drones over Yemen on June 6  
and August 20.38 The IRGC attempted to down a 
drone over the Persian Gulf on June 13 and then on 
June 19 successfully shot down a US Global Hawk 
drone, also flying in international waters over the Per-
sian Gulf despite Iran’s claims to the contrary.39

Iranian proxies have fired rockets at US military 
and commercial facilities, including an ExxonMobil 
facility in Iraq, on at least two occasions in the past 
six months but have generally refrained from signifi-
cant escalation.40

Iran formally violated JCPOA restrictions on 
its nuclear program for the first time on July 1.41 It 
announced its intention to commit further violations 
a week later, four days after Gibraltar’s seizure of its 
tanker.42 Neither Iran nor its proxies conducted actual 
attacks between the June 19 Global Hawk shootdown 
and the August 17 al Houthi attack on Saudi oil infra-
structure, although the IRGC Navy increased its 
harassment of US and British naval ships.43 It seems 
that Iran sought in that period to ascertain whether 
tanker seizures and nuclear violations would gener-
ate the effects it sought vis-à-vis Europe. Tehran was 
also likely observing Trump’s response to the Global 
Hawk incident and sought to avoid further military 
escalation as it did so.

Trump’s rhetoric after the Global Hawk attack was 
aggressive, and reports proliferated of the US military 
retaliatory strike aborted at the last minute.44 Iranian 
leaders quickly picked up on reports that Trump had 
canceled the strike because it might have killed Irani-
ans, whereas the drone was unmanned. 

Iranian outward-facing messaging hastened to 
assert that the IRGC had deliberately avoided shoot-
ing down a manned US aircraft before deciding to 
shoot down the UAV, attempting to portray the 
Islamic Republic as having sought, like the US, to 

manage escalation.45 Iranian inward-facing messag-
ing began with a focus on preparing the Iranian peo-
ple and military services for a possible US attack, but 
rapidly shifted to claiming victory over the US when 
no American retaliation came.46 The meme of IRGC 
triumphalism based on the Global Hawk incident 
continued throughout the pre-Abqaiq period, and 
internal messaging aimed at preparing the Iranian 
population for a US attack fell away.

By mid-August Tehran apparently felt safe to 
test the kinetic waters again, at least by proxy. The 
al Houthis’ downing of a US drone over Yemen 
on August 20 generated no meaningful American 
response, nor did the al Houthi attack on Saudi 
infrastructure near the UAE on August 17, despite its 
unprecedented nature; 10 al Houthi drones flew far 
over the Saudi desert and hit their targets. 

Washington’s inaction following the Global Hawk 
incident and then after these attacks likely per-
suaded Iran’s leaders that a further escalation against 
Saudi Arabia would also receive little or no mili-
tary response, particularly if it did not kill Ameri-
cans. In this context, the general yawn that greeted 
Iran’s announcement on September 5 of its intent to 
increase its JCPOA violations could have been one of 
the triggers for the Abqaiq strike.

US Escalation. While Iran escalated militarily 
and with JCPOA violations in this period, the US 
responded with sanctions and military activities short 
of kinetic actions (apart from shooting down a small 
drone that approached a US warship too closely).47 
The US announced additional sanctions against Iran 
and its Syrian allies no fewer than 14 times between 
May and the Abqaiq strike on September 14.48 The 
sanctions targeted Supreme Leader Khamenei, For-
eign Minister Javad Zarif, Hezbollah leaders, IRGC 
commanders, and even a Chinese company.

The US has also undertaken two kinds of non- 
kinetic military escalation. It deployed air, sea, and 
antiair and antimissile assets to the Middle East on 
multiple occasions, especially in June and July. Those 
deployments included a carrier strike group, an 
amphibious transport ship, Patriot antimissile batter-
ies, and F-22 stealth fighters.49 
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The US also initiated its maritime security opera-
tion after the July 19 seizure of a British ship, as noted 
above, and focused for the rest of the summer on get-
ting allies to join the operation. By the Abqaiq strike, 
Australia, Bahrain, and the UK had agreed to partic-
ipate.50 Some reports indicate that Israel and South 
Korea are also participating, but the US has yet to 
confirm this.51 Saudi Arabia and the UAE agreed only 
after the strike.52 

Finally, the US has conducted several cyberattacks 
against Iran and its partners, including one against 
Iranian-controlled Kataib Hezbollah in Iraq on June 25  
and one against Iran itself on June 20.53

Sanctions clearly did not deter Iran from the 
Abqaiq attack or other escalations. Arguing that they 
actually precipitated Abqaiq (which followed a flurry 
of sanctions designations that began on August 28) is 
easier, but it is in fact likelier that specific sanctions 
and even sanctions flurries have had no meaning-
ful effect on Iranian leaders’ decision-making about 
escalation.

Sanctions clearly did 
not deter Iran from the 
Abqaiq attack or other 
escalations.

US non-kinetic military activities may have 
changed the nature of Iranian military escalation 
without deterring it. Iranian efforts to attack tankers 
through special forces operations seem to have ended 
in mid-June after the announcement of American 
naval reinforcements to the region. The IRGC then 
shifted to seizing tankers (although that shift may 
well have been a response, as noted above, to Gibral-
tar’s seizure of the Iranian tanker rather than to any 
change in the US posture in the region) and harassing 
our ships. The IRGC seems to have abandoned that 
approach as the US has cobbled together a maritime 
coalition to protect tankers transiting the Strait of 

Hormuz and the Persian Gulf. US and regional part-
ner responses likely persuaded the IRGC that contin-
ued efforts first to sabotage or attack and then to seize 
tankers would either be too expensive or run too great 
a risk of rapid military escalation.

Deterring Escalation. The US “maximum pres-
sure” campaign’s sanctions have not deterred Iran’s 
military escalation and may, in fact, be accelerating 
it. US cyberattacks thus far also appear to have had 
no effect on Iran’s escalation calculations. Only US 
military operations, even non-kinetic actions, seem 
to have changed the way in which Iran escalates, 
although they have not thus far deterred Iran from 
escalating. Even with Western military responses, 
however, the changes occurred only when the US and 
its partners actually postured themselves in ways that 
forced the Iranians to consider higher losses, lower 
likelihood of successful outcomes, or direct confron-
tation with Americans and Europeans. 

Non-kinetic military actions intended to deter 
Iran from further attacks on Saudi or other regional 
state’s critical infrastructure will likely have to meet 
these thresholds to be effective. Deploying additional 
antiair and antimissile capabilities around Saudi and 
Emirati infrastructure would lower the likelihood of 
successful subsequent Iranian attacks but would not 
raise the risk of direct military confrontation with the 
US or the Europeans. It remains to be seen if meet-
ing only that lower threshold will be enough to deter 
future such attacks.

Possible Responses

The Saudis or US could take kinetic action to deter 
Iran. While Americans may favor a Saudi-led response, 
a US-led response will be more effective.

Saudis in the Lead. The emerging policy consen-
sus that the Saudis should take the lead in any mili-
tary response to the Abqaiq attack is mistaken. Such 
an action would actually further the Iranian objec-
tives of driving a wedge between the US and the king-
dom, persuading other Gulf states that the US is not 
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a reliable partner, and giving Tehran the excuse to 
escalate militarily against Saudi Arabia. It will likely 
either drive rapid acceleration up the kinetic escala-
tion ladder or cause the collapse of regional support 
for the “maximum pressure” campaign and, thus, the 
collapse of that campaign itself.

Saudi Arabia, on its own, is far more vulnerable to 
Iran than the Islamic Republic is to the kingdom. Ira-
nian missile and drone attacks on fewer than 10 tar-
gets (desalination plants and oil-processing facilities) 
could destroy the monarchy, collapse the govern-
ment, and create a massive humanitarian crisis.

The American discourse today would likely greet 
that prospect with a shrug. The inclination is very 
strong to say, “That’s their problem; we don’t need 
their oil.” It is also very wrong. The US does not need 
Saudi oil, but oil is a fungible commodity, and its price 
rises or falls depending on global supply and demand. 
Taking a considerable portion of Saudi production 
offline will raise the global price of oil in ways that 
devastate the US and its major trading partners. The 
increased profits American oil companies make will 
be irrelevant in that macroeconomic disaster. 

Moreover, American interest in Saudi Arabia since 
the 1990s has never been about only oil. The Salafi- 
jihadi movement, which includes the Islamic State 
and al Qaeda, would benefit tremendously from such 
chaos. Supporters in the kingdom, freed of pressure 
and able to exploit the chaos, would gain access to 
resources on a scale that dwarfs what they obtained 
in Iraq and Syria at the height of their strength there. 
The collapse of the Saudi monarchy and government 
in this fashion would be a security and economic 
calamity for the US.

Nor can the Saudis threaten Iran with any equiv-
alent harm. The Iranian security forces, economy, 
and government do not have such a limited target set 
that, if eliminated, would lead to collapse. The secu-
rity forces began decentralizing in 2007 precisely to 
mitigate the risk of a US decapitation air strike. Saudi 
attacks might damage Iranian crude oil facilities seri-
ously, but the effect would be limited given Iran’s 
near-total inability to export oil now anyway.

Attacks on Iran’s oil refineries would be more 
damaging to the Iranian economy and, therefore, 

potentially to the regime’s stability. But of the top eight 
largest refineries in Iran, only three are within plau-
sible range of a Saudi attack. To be sure, those three 
(Abadan, Bandar Abbas, and Bushehr) account for 
almost 40 percent of Iran’s crude-distillation capacity. 
Taking them offline for a long time would do tremen-
dous damage to Iran. They are widely separated from 
one another, however, and the prospect of three Saudi 
air strikes successful enough to take them offline for a 
protracted period is improbable in view of the Saudi air 
force’s performance in Yemen. Even their destruction, 
moreover, would not devastate Iran as completely as 
the destruction of Saudi Arabia’s desalination plants 
and major crude-processing facilities.

The difficulties the Saudis have faced in hitting 
targets precisely in Yemen against an enemy with lit-
tle meaningful air defense capability, in fact, argue 
against the likelihood that the Saudi air force would 
accomplish much against a foe with its own air force 
and extensive antiaircraft systems, including the 
advanced Russian S-300.

Moreover, to undertake such a strike or series of 
strikes, the Saudis would have to divert most or all of 
their air assets from the war in Yemen, giving the al 
Houthis an opportunity to make gains there or to pre-
pare and conduct reprisal attacks against the kingdom 
from the south. Iran faces no such dilemma. Its forces 
are also engaged in a war in another theater (Syria), 
but it has not allocated its own air force, missile sys-
tems, or antiaircraft capabilities to that conflict. (Rus-
sia is providing those capabilities to the pro-Assad 
coalition.)

A meaningful Saudi-led retaliatory strike is thus 
both implausible and unwise.

American Military Responses. The US has a much 
greater range of options to retaliate militarily against 
Iran. Its air and missile forces could penetrate even 
the S-300 air defenses the Iranians have, and Iran’s 
other air defense systems are of little concern to 
American air planners. There is likely no target in Iran 
that the US military could not successfully strike if 
it so chose. However, an American retaliatory strike 
on Iranian territory is likely unwise for a number of 
reasons.
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The primary objective of any US strike should be 
to deter Iran from continuing its campaign of kinetic 
attacks, let alone escalating further. Deterrence 
succeeds when one can hold at risk something the 
enemy cannot afford to lose and when the threat to 
deprive the enemy of that essential thing is plausible. 
The Islamic Republic leadership regards only one 
thing as essential—its ability to remain in power. It 
has long been behaving as though it does not believe 
the US can deprive it of this. Therefore, American 
military action will not likely deter Iran in the long 
run, unless the US persuades Iran that America can 
and will pursue regime change by military means.

Deterrence succeeds 
when one can hold at 
risk something the 
enemy cannot afford to 
lose and when the threat 
to deprive the enemy of 
that essential thing is 
plausible.

But the US does not have a plausible way to remove 
the current regime by force. A ground invasion of 
Iran for such a purpose is beyond the American mil-
itary’s capabilities at this time—and would be an 
unwise undertaking in any event. The long history of 
attempts to remove regimes by air attack alone with-
out the threat of a ground invasion offers no exam-
ples of success. The odds of Iran becoming the first 
successful regime change from the air approach zero 
because the regime has worked so hard to defend in 
advance against precisely such a scenario. 

The best the US could hope for would be to wreck 
the Islamic Republic’s ability to operate well, force it 

to focus on surviving and maintaining control over its 
population, and gradually attrit its leaders and fight-
ing abilities. The regime could still conduct attacks, 
both conventional and unconventional, around the 
region for some time even during such an air cam-
paign. It could of course conduct terrorist operations 
globally as well, as it has tried to do before.54 The top 
of the escalation ladder looks unpleasant for the US.

Of course, it looks even more unpleasant for the 
leaders of the Islamic Republic. They would be losing 
the governmental structures, security forces, econ-
omy, and society that they have labored to build for so 
long even if they did not lose power. They would have 
to fear constantly that their people might ultimately 
tire of their rule in the face of so much pain and depri-
vation. Their abilities to export the revolution and 
support their allies and proxies—and, thereby, retain 
the regional influence that matters so much to them—
would be seriously degraded. They would likely avoid 
an escalation path that they believed might lead to 
this situation until they felt they had no option but 
to embrace it.

However, they might also embrace it rather than 
surrender. The current generation of Iranian leaders, 
especially in the IRGC, all fought in the Iran-Iraq War. 
They experienced conflict against an enemy with far 
superior technology who was willing to attack their 
cities with rockets and chemical weapons. Faced with 
such terrible odds and such a ruthless enemy, the 
IRGC resorted to religious fervor and almost meta-
physical arguments to keep pushing for continuing 
the war despite unbearable losses and with no pros-
pect of victory. 

The supreme leader and the IRGC commanders 
today are working hard to reinvigorate the revolution-
ary spirit in Iranian society as their primary response 
to the “maximum pressure” campaign.55 The like-
lihood that they will succeed is less important than 
what that fact tells us about their mentality. As they 
approach the ends of their careers (and, in the aging 
supreme leader’s case, life), they seem determined to 
return to the mindset that guided them through the 
Iran-Iraq War. That does not bode well for assess-
ments that they will make rational decisions when 
faced with truly existential attacks.
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Limited American military strikes against Iran 
itself are therefore unlikely to deter continued Iranian 
kinetic operations or escalations. The regime will not 
believe the US can destroy it until the US is well along 
the path to doing so—and possibly not even then. 
Attacks that clearly lack such an aim may alter the 
shape of future Iranian kinetic operations or escala-
tion (as the multinational maritime operation and US 
deployments to the region may have done) but will 
not likely stop them.

The US has other ways of threatening positions 
that the Iranian leadership has identified as existen-
tial issues outside Iran. The memory of the Iran-Iraq 
War makes Iranian suzerainty over Iraq a primary 
national security objective. Anything that threatened 
to make Iraq once again into an enemy of Iran, espe-
cially one willing to allow the US to use its territory 
to attack the Islamic Republic, would seem a mortal 
threat. 

The supreme leader and the IRGC leadership have 
also identified Iran’s positions in Lebanon and Syria 
as existential. The regime relies on Hezbollah’s vast 
missile arsenal as its principal deterrent against major 
Israeli military action. If it lost that ally or that arse-
nal, it would have no meaningful way to respond to 
Israeli military strikes against its nuclear program 
or any other important targets in Iran itself. Hezbol-
lah’s stability in Lebanon has long depended in part 
on its access to bases in Syria, since Lebanon is both 
too small and too vulnerable to Israeli ground attack. 
Reliable Iranian basing in Syria is therefore essential 
to Hezbollah’s long-term survival, making it in turn 
essential to the Iranian regime.

Iraq. The US cannot now threaten Iran’s presence in 
or influence over Iraq except by running extreme risks 
to its own personnel and position. The withdrawal of 
all American forces and aid in 2011 and the severe lim-
its Washington has imposed on the deployment of US 
troops to Iraq after the rise of ISIS and its 2014 attack 
on Iraq have left Iraq very much at Tehran’s mercy. 

The Iranian regime has used its position to consol-
idate the power of militias that report to it and even 
to get the Iraqi state to pay for them, as we have seen. 
It has also positioned them to be able to rain mortars, 

rockets, and improvised explosive devices on Amer-
ican personnel in Iraq, who are vulnerable because 
there are not enough American forces in the country 
to defend them reliably. Therefore, if the US began an 
effort to expel the Iranians from Iraq or even to dam-
age their positions there seriously, American leaders 
could and should expect to pay an unacceptable price 
in American blood.

If the US began an effort 
to expel the Iranians 
from Iraq or even to 
damage their positions 
there seriously, 
American leaders could 
and should expect to pay 
an unacceptable price in 
American blood.

The US could threaten to deprive Iran of many 
of the benefits of its influence in Iraq by destroy-
ing the Iraqi economy through the ruthless applica-
tion of sanctions. Apart from driving further Iranian 
military escalation, doing so would also lead to the 
expulsion and likely deaths of American personnel. 
It would disrupt the ongoing counter-ISIS operation 
just as ISIS is reconstituting in both Iraq and Syria. 
It would take volumes of Iraqi oil offline, driving up 
the price of oil dramatically. And it would not pose 
an existential threat to the Islamic Republic even 
so, since Iraq would be driven even more into the 
Iranian orbit and become an even more reliable, if 
unstable, satellite.

The US would have to change its policies and 
deployments in Iraq fundamentally to gain leverage 
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for any threats against Iran in that country. It should 
consider doing so but cannot change the equation 
fast enough to matter for responses to the Abqaiq 
strike or further Iranian escalations in the coming 
months.

Syria. The situation in Syria is rather different. The 
Iranians have been working since the outbreak of the 
rebellion against Assad first to stabilize the Assad 
regime and then to reestablish its control over Syria 
and its ability to pay for itself and its military. The 
pro-Assad coalition has not achieved either objective 
yet, despite Russia’s contributions and US disinterest, 
and is not on track to do so. 

Pro-American forces backed by small numbers 
of US troops occupy Syria’s oil-producing region, 
depriving the regime of the resources it needs to pay 
for itself and making it a draw on the overstrained 
Iranian treasury. The collapse of Assad’s military 
down to a small effective core requires the continued 
deployment of tens of thousands of foreign troops—
primarily Lebanese Hezbollah, Iraqi militias, and 
Afghan and Pakistani fighters—all trained, deployed, 
and paid for by Iran. Iran and Assad depend on Russia 
almost completely for air power and other high-end 
conventional military capabilities. The Turkish mil-
itary’s direct involvement in the fight against Assad 
(and the Kurds) increases the challenges facing the 
coalition supporting him. Iran’s ability to sustain its 
contributions to the pro-Assad coalition under the 
“maximum pressure” campaign is unclear, rendering 
the prospects for that coalition’s victory and con-
solidation of control over Syria uncertain and even 
doubtful.

Of course, Iran does not need the Assad regime 
to control all of Syria. Its vital national interests are 
largely confined to the southwest, where Hezbollah’s 
bases and support zones lie, along with the best posi-
tions for emplacing Iranian missiles and drones to 
threaten Israel. 

Iran could in theory secure these requirements 
with a rump ‘Alawite state, with or without Assad in 
power, ceding much of the rest of Syria. The trouble is 
that no such rump state would be stable or at peace. 
The Sunni majority in Syria will not likely accept the 

country’s partition in such a way that deprives it of 
access to Damascus and the coast. Russian interests, 
moreover, demand continued regime control over 
the northernmost part of the coastline around the 
Russian air base at Latakia—a position constantly 
threatened by the Turkish forces and Salafi-jihadi and 
other Syrian groups in and near the neighboring Idlib 
Province.

Nor could such a rump state pay for itself or its 
security forces. The Assad regime depended on Syr-
ia’s limited oil supply for cash, and the devastated Syr-
ian economy cannot recover without regaining access 
to that or some other source of income. The rump 
‘Alawite state would thus remain a financial ward of 
the Islamic Republic at a time when Tehran must find 
ways to divest itself of such expenses. For all the erro-
neous discussions of how Putin is mired in Syria, it is 
actually the Islamic Republic that is trapped.

Iran’s leaders suffer from the additional problem 
that the Syrian war is unpopular in Iran. Chants during 
the massive Dey Protests at the start of 2018 repeat-
edly called on the regime to stop spending money 
in Syria and start focusing on domestic priorities.56 
Whereas US or Saudi attacks on Iran itself would 
likely cause at least some limited rallying around the 
flag (although not likely as much as the IRGC lead-
ership probably expects), attacks on Iranians in Syria 
would almost certainly not evoke such sentiments 
among Iranians at large.

The US could therefore undertake an air campaign 
against IRGC and Quds Force bases and person-
nel in Syria that threatens Tehran’s ability to sustain 
its presence there at levels it deems essential to its 
national security and survival. The overarching aim of 
such a campaign would be to demonstrate that the US 
is willing and able to hold at risk something that Iran’s 
leaders are not prepared to lose. It would go beyond 
the limited Israeli strikes that have focused primar-
ily on high-end weapons systems and Iranian agents 
suspected of preparing attacks against Israel. Success 
in that effort offers the best chance of persuading 
the Islamic Republic to cease its kinetic escalations 
around the region for a time and force it to calculate 
the cost-benefit of such actions much more conserva-
tively in the future.
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Attacks on the Iranian security infrastructure in 
Syria would have additional benefits for the US. They 
would reestablish pressure on the Assad regime and 
the ‘Alawite population generally to make the conces-
sions to the Sunni majority that are needed for a dura-
ble peace agreement. Of the many obstacles to such 
an agreement, Assad’s unwillingness to compromise, 
based in part on the belief that he will triumph mili-
tarily, has been one of the most important. 

Such attacks would also give the US the opportu-
nity to inflict pain directly on those most responsible 
for Iran’s regional escalation, the IRGC, without forc-
ing the US to start walking down an escalation ladder 
leading toward militarily driven regime change in Iran. 
Finally, they could likely be calibrated more finely and 
offer a better chance of succeeding at a lower level of 
conflict than attacks on Iran itself because of Iran’s 
exposure and vulnerability in Syria.

Risks of Responses

All American retaliation options carry considerable 
risk. I have already identified several:

• Iran will retain the ability to disrupt maritime 
movement in the Persian Gulf and through the 
Strait of Hormuz for considerable time even 
in the face of the most aggressive American air 
campaign.

• Iran will likely also be able to conduct missile 
and drone attacks against the Gulf states and 
US bases in the region, even during a large-scale 
American air campaign and certainly in response 
to any more limited strikes.

• The global terrorist networks established by 
the Quds Force and Hezbollah could activate to 
attack targets in Europe, Latin America, and the 
United States itself.

• Iraqi militias controlled by Tehran could inflict 
terrible casualties on American personnel in Iraq 
and possibly drive the US out of Iraq entirely.

In addition to the risks above, US attacks in Syria 
especially, but even in Iran, must consider possi-
ble Russian reactions. Russian-manned air defenses 
cover Syria, and advanced Russian aircraft operate 
over Syria’s skies. Moscow has so far shown no inter-
est in using those systems against Israeli attacks on 
Iranian positions in Syria, nor did it activate them 
against the US missile strike in response to Assad’s 
repeated use of chemical weapons. However, Putin 
could change this policy in the face of direct US 
attacks on his Iranian partner, raising the specters 
both of a serious air defense challenge to American 
military action and an open military confrontation 
between the US and Russia.

The Iranians could also retaliate against attacks in 
Syria by targeting US personnel in Syria or escalat-
ing in Iraq. The US cannot maintain its operations in 
Syria without its bases in Iraq, and its personnel even 
in Syria are potentially vulnerable to Iranian agents.

One could evolve additional risks and possible Ira-
nian reactions, but these are by far the most concern-
ing and plausible. They are, indeed, very real. A US 
strike against Iranian forces in Iran or anywhere in 
the region could trigger some or all of them, and the 
US cannot do anything in advance to prevent them. 
Escalation is escalation, and it can always get out of 
hand. I will nevertheless consider first some factors 
that reduce the likelihood of some of these scenar-
ios and then the serious risks of inaction that are so 
rarely discussed.

I have already discussed possible US responses 
to a full-throated Iranian move in Iraq. Iran’s lead-
ers might or might not believe or be deterred by the 
threat of the US destruction of the Iraqi economy 
through sanctions, although they would probably take 
it seriously if Washington made clear that it was seri-
ously meant. 

But Iran is not the only actor that matters in Iraq; 
the Iraqis matter as well. If the US made it clear to 
the Iraqis that it was willing and able to take such a 
step if they allow the Iranians to use their territory 
as a free-fire zone against Americans, let alone if they 
slipped fully into the role of Iranian satellite, they 
would likely think at least twice. The one threat the 
current US administration can make that is credible 
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beyond doubt is the threat of imposing crippling 
sanctions. The Iraqi economy’s extreme vulnerability 
to such a threat is powerful leverage against Iranian 
pressures and threats.

The danger of Iranian 
attacks on US personnel 
in Syria is very real.

The risk of Iranian military escalation against 
Saudi Arabia or other Gulf states resulting from a US 
strike must be weighed against the assessed likeli-
hood that Iran will escalate militarily in this way even 
if the US takes no action. The mitigation for this risk, 
assuming the retaliation does not achieve its objective 
of deterring precisely such attacks, is racing to deploy 
defensive systems throughout the Gulf.

The danger of Iranian attacks on US personnel in 
Syria is very real. The US could mitigate the risk some-
what by altering the posture and deployment of those 
forces for a time or reinforcing them—but some risk 
will remain. As with other risks of action, however, 
this risk also exists even if the US does not respond 
to Abqaiq. Syria’s and Iran’s ability to attack Ameri-
can service members and other personnel with some 
degree of plausible deniability makes them attractive 
targets in any event as Tehran considers further mili-
tary escalation. 

As for the risk of Iranian retaliation in Iraq, the 
same deterrence factors described above relating to 
Iranian operations from Iraq still hold in this sce-
nario. The Iranians would have to risk severe damage 
to Iraq’s economy and their ability to support their 
economic needs in exchange for retaliating against US 
strikes on their assets in Syria.

The real worry is the Russian reaction. It is gener-
ally assumed that the Russians will not respond mili-
tarily to a US strike against Iran itself but that they will 
be prepared to engage in a major air war with the US 
if the Americans began striking pro-regime targets in 
Syria. This assumption requires serious examination.

Fears of Russian military action against US oper-
ations in Syria ignore the very real problems con-
fronting Putin if he launches a conventional war 
with the United States (as he would be doing, since 
the US would certainly not deliberately target Rus-
sian bases in Syria at the outset of an air campaign 
aimed at Iran). These problems are explored in detail 
elsewhere, but they revolve around Russia’s poverty 
and the purposes for which Putin established Russia 
in Syria to begin with.57 His primary aim there is to 
secure a permanent air and naval base on the Med-
iterranean; every other Russian objective in Syria is 
secondary to that aim. He has also used Syria as a 
showcase to advance Russian weapons sales—a major 
source of income for the cash-strapped Kremlin. Both 
those aims would be compromised if he initiated a 
shooting war against the US.

American airpower is so much greater than all the 
airpower Russia has, let alone the tiny detachment 
Putin maintains in Syria, that America’s ability to 
destroy any airframes Putin sends to Syria is unques-
tionable. Nor is there any real doubt that the US could 
take down even the vaunted S-400 systems if it com-
mitted the necessary resources to the task. 

Both actions would be equally devastating for 
Putin. He cannot afford to replace hardware lost in 
Syria because of Russia’s economic weakness. And the 
market value of advanced Russian air defense systems 
rests in no small part on the notion of their invincibil-
ity. He would be foolish to create a situation in which 
the US demonstrated weaknesses in those systems. 
The US could also drive Russia out of Syria entirely. 
It could destroy the airfield at Latakia, sink any Rus-
sian vessels in or approaching the Russian base at Tar-
tus, and prevent Russia from getting reinforcements 
to Syria by air or sea, the only practical routes Russia 
could use. 

The prices Putin could easily pay for the dubious 
benefit of showing himself a stalwart ally of Iran are 
far too high. This calculation on a smaller scale is no 
doubt part of the reason for Putin’s complete passiv-
ity in the face of Israeli air operations against Iranian 
targets in Iraq and Syria.

Despite the high likelihood of US success, the pros-
pect of such an escalation is alarming to American 
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military planners. It would require diverting to the 
Middle East a large proportion of America’s air and 
certain kinds of naval assets, denuding the Indo-Pacific 
theater at a time of great tension with both China and 
North Korea. It would likely also disrupt ongoing 
counterterrorism operations in and beyond the Mid-
dle East. And, of course, it would almost certainly cost 
the US expensive aircraft and the even more valuable 
lives of pilots. These risks and costs must, again, be 
weighed against the risks and costs of uncontrolled 
Iranian escalation throughout the region that could 
compel the US to concentrate its military for a major 
war on terms set by its adversary, at a time and place 
of Iran’s choosing, and after having suffered signifi-
cant initial losses.

There can be no guarantees of controlling esca-
lation once begun. Many factors globally and locally 
make it highly unlikely, however, that Putin would ini-
tiate a significant conventional conflict over Syria in 
response to a campaign of American attacks on Ira-
nian—but not Russian—positions there.

Risks of Inaction

The certain costs and likely risks of any US mili-
tary action are real and concerning. America has 
no risk-free option and few decent options at all to 
respond to the Iranian military escalation campaign 
that culminated, for the moment, with the attack on 
Abqaiq. However, the policy discourse generally has 
ignored the important fact that inaction is also risky. 
On the contrary, the risks to American vital national 
interests of failing to respond adequately to the 
Abqaiq attack are enormous.

First, the pattern of parallel escalation strongly 
suggests that adding more sanctions will not deter 
further Iranian military escalation and could acceler-
ate it.

Second, encouraging Saudi Arabia to strike while 
the US takes limited or no action furthers the Iranian 
objective of splitting the US from its Gulf partners and 
ultimately collapsing key elements of the “maximum 

pressure” campaign and America’s strategic position 
in the Middle East.

Third, backing down from the “maximum pres-
sure” campaign, whether or not the US goes so far as 
to reenter the nuclear deal (as many Trump admin-
istration critics demand), would establish the global 
precedent that the US will surrender to aggressive 
military attacks on its allies and partners by ceding 
whatever is demanded.

Fourth, refraining from retaliating against the 
Abqaiq attack will encourage Iran to believe it can 
take direct military action to raise the global price of 
oil at will and without fear. Americans must start to 
understand that America’s independence of Saudi oil 
does not make Saudi oil production irrelevant to the 
American economy. The global price of oil will rise 
if Saudi oil is taken off the market for a protracted 
period, and such a rise will seriously harm the US 
economy directly by raising the price of oil the US 
purchases, even from countries other than Saudi Ara-
bia and domestic oil producers, and indirectly by dev-
astating the economies of our key trading partners 
that do rely on Saudi oil.

Fifth, inaction in the face of such egregious aggres-
sion will fuel the narrative of Iranian triumphalism, 
which was already powerfully strengthened by the 
lack of an American response to the shootdown of 
the Global Hawk drone. That triumphalist narrative 
will embolden Iranian proxies and allies and encour-
age the regime to stand fast with its nuclear program, 
regional activities, and repression of its own people. It 
will badly undermine the psychological effects of the 
“maximum pressure” campaign.

These risks are extremely serious. They transcend 
the problem of Iran and the value of the relation-
ship with Saudi Arabia. They affect core American 
national security interests and the domestic eco-
nomic well-being of Americans. 

Those who oppose an American response to the 
Abqaiq attack must at least acknowledge these risks 
and explain why these risks are safer than the risks 
associated with any of the various response options. 
That will be a difficult argument to make.
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